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HOW TO REPAIR “SLOPPY” OR DAMAGED 

LANDING GEAR LEGS ON THE STING SPORT LSA
by Richard W. DeHaven

15 November 2019

Preface & Background
Fellow flyers, if you follow Sting Flight on YouTube and Facebook you know that I love my
2007 edition of this little S-LSA.  Why else would I have logged 2,700 hours getting to know
her, over the past 9 years?  

Nevertheless, these carbon-fiber airplanes from TL Aircraft (Czech Republic) have only been
around since 2005.  And, as is common with most new, flying machines unleashed on the world,
there’s always a few glitches in early models to be fine-tuned.  The landing gear legs (hereafter,
“struts”) on early-model Stings are such an item.

Before I relay what I’ve learned about them–that you may need to know–I’ll reveal my source(s). 
The Sting Sport (S3) AMM, issued 12/31/2005 was a no-show; struts are barely mentioned there,
although tires, wheels and brakes are addressed in fair detail.  It wasn’t until the Sting S4 AMM
of 07/04/2013 (pgs. 3-58 to 3-63) that TL got serious describing their struts.  Still, there were
many questions, so we conversed with Bill Canino and Mark Miller at Sportair USA, TL’s US
distributor until recently.  Then we got to work, first in removing “slop” (excess play) from my
struts in August 2018 and then, in replacing a cracked strut (after 4,000 landings) with a new one
in October 2019.  Overall, this provided enough education for me to speak with some authority
on this topic, here–and not just blow smoke.

By the way, as you should know, it is largely the S-LSA aircraft manufacturer that determines
who is allowed to do what maintenance and repairs on their light-sport aircraft.  And TL has been
liberal (to owners) in this regard.  Their maintenance manuals (MMs) establish that a qualified
owner (i.e., L/O [lineman/owner]) is allowed to work on tires, wheels, brakes, and struts.  I’m
guessing that not many other LSA manufacturers allow owners to remove or install a strut!

Use the knowledge I’ll provide here to help resolve your issues with a Sting’s struts.  But also
understand that this document is not “official” guidance from me, Sportair, or TL.  And for any 
action you do take, be sure to consider all other relevant official information, including MMs,
Sting Owners’ website, and communication with Sportair or TL, as appropriate.  And continue
following Sting Flight on YouTube and Facebook for updates on this topic and related issues.  

Basics of Struts
Now, let’s get familiar with the Sting’s struts.  When I received my new one
recently from Sportair, I was blown away by the quality; I have to say, it looked
and felt more like artwork, than an airplane’s gear leg.  Struts are lightweight,
have an abundance of “spring,” and high internal complexity hidden beneath a
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simple, high-gloss, finish.  About 10-12 inches of a strut’s upper end fit snugly
into a carbon fiber “box” built  integral with the airframe.  In early Sting (S3)
models, one 8 mm bolt secured each strut to its box; later Sting (S4) models used
two 8 mm bolts for this purpose.

Removing Excess Strut Play (Slop)
Older Stings like mine, with a single strut bolt can, and do over time (after enough
landings–or hard ones), develop sloppy struts–i.e., excessive fore-aft (f-a) play. 
Still, during a 2018 Annual on my Sting, we were surprised by the amount of play
we found in my struts–about 2.5 inches on the left side and about an inch on the
right side.  At that time, the airplane had a lot of landings (3,800), but I suspect the
excess play had been there for a while, judging by accelerated tire wear I had been
seeing.  Anyway, it didn’t take rocket science to know that the slop in the struts
needed to be eliminated, before bigger, costlier, maybe more dangerous trouble
ensued.  So we phoned Sportair about the issue.

The recommended fix was pretty simple.  Raise the airplane off the wheels and
secure it, to prevent pitch and roll.  Metal shims were then wedged into the boxes
(from below) along aft edges of the struts until play was minimized; meanwhile,
we also kept wheels aligned.  Once struts were firmed up on both sides, another
hole was drilled and a second bolt was added to each strut assembly.  And finally,
the bottoms of both boxes were re-caulked, to keep shims from working out.

At the TL factory, new airplanes undergo a similar align-shim-caulk process. 
Nevertheless, if caulking deteriorates and shims are lost, a “wormed-out”
condition like I had may develop.  So it’s wise to raise the aircraft regularly (e.g.,
during annuals) and check struts for slop–a simple enough task.

Replacing a Strut
On the other hand, replacing a strut is a much more difficult and time-consuming
job–way more so than I anticipated.  However, I now have some do’s and don’t’s
to share with you here, to make the job easier if you undertake it. 

First and foremost is to use a suitable hammer!  Old struts are very tight in boxes
and difficult to pound out.  Hammers we had on hand were not up to the task.  It
wasn’t until I got a 3-lb drilling-steel hammer from Amazon ($14) that I finally got
my cracked strut moving.  Two other specific pieces of steel were also needed–a
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small piece to protect the end of the strut while pounding, and a longer, heavy one
for “chasing” it down (and out) of the box.   

Pounding blows must be focused on the center of the strut–as shown in the
MM–to avoid damaging it.  Edges of struts are softer and less dense than the core
area and subject to damage.  Any damage to the boxed-in portion of the old strut
needs to be avoided, because once removed, it needs to be accurately measured
with calipers and those measurements transferred to a new strut.  

Boxed-in segments of new struts are a few thousands of an inch larger than old
ones being removed, plus they have rather thick epoxy paint.  Thus, considerable
sanding must be done, while continuously checking measurements, until old and
new struts (i.e., boxed-in portions) are multidimensional matches.  Once they
match dimensionally, three more steps are still necessary, before the new strut can
be driven into its box.

Step one is to fill in the old bolt holes.  A flox (thick paste) made of MGS L-285
epoxy (the epoxy used for the airplane) and glass fibers can be used.  Keep the
flox flush (and smooth) with inside and outside box surfaces using small pieces of
clear acetate secured with strong tape.  The acetate won’t bond with the flox and is
easily removed after epoxy has dried, leaving a shiny, smooth finish.   

Step two is to true-up the inside of the box itself.  My box had distinct ridges,
about midway inside, which appear to be due to a construction process involving
two smaller boxes being fused together into a larger one.  Such ridges would have
hampered strut insertion and might have later contributed to worming-out of the
strut.  A small (3/8") belt sander from Harbor Freight ($28) was effective for
truing the insides of the box, along with small sanding blocks and files.

Lastly, a means for driving the new strut “home” into its box must be devised,
since it is not feasible to pound directly on the new strut itself.  I used two clear 
(greater strength) pieces of 2"x4" wood, lots of heavy tape (to protect the finish),
and two large screw clamps.  (Many variations of this approach are possible and
you may devise an even better one!)  Then, I lubricated the new strut and its box
with soapy water and drove it home, by pounding on the end of one of the 2x4s. 
Once the new strut topped out against the lid of its box, it was already rock-solid. 
There was no need for any shimming.      
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With the new strut firmly in its box, two new 8 mm (5/16") holes were then drilled
and bolted up.  Each hole was drilled first with a smaller bit (about ½ final size),
which helped keep the final, 8mm holes nice and tight (i.e., without any worming-
out from drilling).

A final note is that during strut replacement, be sure to leave the brake fluid line
attached to the brake caliper and the brake caliper attached to the axle assembly. 
Move the caliper-and-axle assembly off to one side and support it from below
(e.g., with wooden blocks or a cardboard box).  That way, after reassembly, the
braking system will not require bleeding, since it hasn’t been opened.

  Alternate Strut Insertion Method
I do want to leave one more potential tool in your strut-replacement tool box. 
Once the upper end of a new strut has been carefully sanded to match the old one
and lubricated, what if it still resists going all the way into its box?  Do you want
to keep sanding indefinitely and risk the new strut being too loose in the box?  If
not, you may want to try a technique commonly used when joining very tight-
fitting metal parts together: Shrink-fitting by chilling.  

To test this concept (just before final-seating and bolt-up of my new strut), I
wrapped the upper end of the prepared strut in dry ice for 10 minutes.  Then I
quickly removed the ice and easily pounded it home, without any soapy water
(which would have quickly frozen and hampered insertion) or other lubricant.  I
did have to practice the maneuver a few times, so I could perform it quickly,
though!  I did not observe any adverse effects from this “chilling” event, nor did
any experts I talked to suggest any.  Nevertheless, since this technique hasn’t been
submitted to, or endorsed by, TL as yet, if you do try it, you’ll have to  assume any
risks.      

Anyway, that fellow flyers, is the story of the Sting’s struts.

STING FLIGHT...OUT! (Follow Sting Flight on YouTube and Facebook.)
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Photos Illustrating Key Points in the Text.
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Upper Bolt Should Have Been
Higher by At Least 1-Inch.
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If This Procedure is Used, Time IS
of the Essence, So Work Quickly!


